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AIISTHACT 

Th .. era"I' l"w or concrotl! i_ lIuuml!d t.o obey tho principle of .ul'erpo.1tion lind 

tM tlxpn'8Hed by tll'«'dlLary int"l!rah with non-convolution type k.'rn"I~, which are 

"xI,an.I".! In II dt'llI'nerate form. For .... eh mllt .... ri.1 point, a .ot oC ~urlain IIdd1tlon.1 

hlddon vartahlea, fully eharsctrUlI1I thr prevlo". otl'OM8 hi~tory, Ie doHn .. d and it h 

(.,und that 1n a Rtcp-hy-st .. p int,·,.;rllllon in tir"t' theMo vartable. can be computad from 

elmpla recurrent fonllldas. l'hl~ mnkea atuTA!le or the pa~t atr ••• history ullnutollaary Dnd 

circumvent. thus lh" main obstacle for creep analysi. of largo atructurc,.. UnUk .. the 

atep-forward int"gration with a rllto-typ" creep law, the method is round to be .table 

for any ~he of the lime Itep. 1'his enables the time .tel's in relllxation-type problems 

to be gradually increased and th" asymptotic valu('s of stresses to be closely approached. 

Results of a simple nu.,erica1 example corroborate this conclusion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In stress analysis of prestressed concrete pressure vessel. it i9 nece.aery to pay 

carcCul attention to creep oC concrete. At the present level of knowledse it is 

appropriat!! to assume that creep of concrete obeys tht' principle of superposition and 

mdY be formulated in trrm. oC hcr4!d1taI'Y integrals with given memory kerneh. lIowever, 

thh CUlInulat.ioll of slreu-strnin III'" presents considerable difficulties when a large 

atructure is to bl! Bllolyzt'd beCIiUSl' th" coml,lete history oC .tress for every element oC 

tht' atructurc must h~ stored and long sums in .,ach time st(·p of analysis mu.t b ... evaluated. 

"his requires ,nuch computer tin", lind OVC1'-tax~s the capacity of ,the ernlral memory of 

computers pn:'st'ntly available so that storage on tapt's 18 necessary. Such difficulties 

have been experienced, for exa'"ple, by Cederberg lind DavId [1]. 111" Intent of the 

present paper is to show a step-by-step algorithm which allows th"se problems to be 

overcome. 

2. CREEP LAW 

If attention 1s restricted to working stress levels and strain reversals "ara excluded, 

the creep la ... oC concrete can be approximate ly considered as linear and isotropic, and 
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may be expressed as follows (Cf., e.g., [2]): 

o 1 It V s(t) - e (t) = 3 J (t,t') da(t') 
o 

(Stieltjes 
integrals) 

(la) 

(lb) 

where Sij and eij - components of the stress and strain deviators in cartesian coordinates 

Xi referred to by subscripts i and j; a and e = volumetric stress and strain components; 

cO(t) _ shrinkage plus temperature dilatation; t = time from casting of concrete; JY(t,t') 

and JD(t,t') - memory kernels - volumetric and deviatoric creep functions (or compliances) 

representing strain s or e ij in time t caused by a constant unit stress a or Sij applied 

in time t'(unit step loading); JV(t,t) = l/K(t) and JD(t,t) - l/G(t) where K(t) - bulk 

modulus and G(t) - shear modulus. The volumetric and deviatoric creep compliances are 

related to the uniaxial creep compliance J(t,t') as follows 

~(t,t') - 2(1 + v)J(t,t') , JV(t,t') - 6(\ - v)J(t,t') (2) 

where V - POisson's ratio, which may approximately be considered as independent of t and 

t', and equal about 0.18. Note that J(t,t) - l/E(t) where E(t) - Young's modulus in time t. 

A simple expression for function J(t,t') can be found, e.g., in reference [1]. 
Utilizing creep law (1), one should be aware, however, that eq. (1) is correct only 

for conditions of constant water content and temperature. Otherwise the memory kernels 

depend on the history of water content and temperature [3]. But quantitative knowledge 

of these effects is still incomplete. 

For the numerical solution of creep problems it is convenient to approximate the 

memory kernels JV(t,t') and JD(t,t') by the so-called degenerate kernels, which may be 

written, taking JV as an example, in the form [4,5] : 

m 

JV(t,t') 1 + \ 
= K(t') L 

n=l 

1 ( -(t-t')/T 
--- 1 _ e n) 
Kn (t' ) 

(3) 

where T are const~nt retardation times and K (t') are coefficients dependent only on t'. 
n n V 

Expression (3) represents an expansion of function J (t,t') for constant t' into the 

so-called Prony series [6-8]. (This series, being a series of real exponentials, represents 

the real counterpart of Fourier series.) It is known that any creep curve can be approxi

mated by Prony series with any desired accuracy. For this purpose the values Tl, ••• Tm 
may ~e chosen but the accuracy of approximation depends on the choice made. For a good 

accuracy the values Tl, ••• Tm should be evenly distributed in the log Tn-scale and the 

closer they are to each other (or the greater is n), the better accuracy is achieved. For 

all practical purposes it is sufficient to choose the T -values by decades, i.e. T = 
n-l n n 

10 Tl (n-l, ••• m); Tl should roughly coincide with the point where the creep curve plotted 

in the log (t-t')-scale begins to rise, and Tm with the longest elapsed time considered 

in the problem or the point where the creep curve in log (t-t')-scale levels off, whichever 

is smaller. For a given unit creep curve, i.e. function JV(t,t') for a fixed t', the 

Kn-values can be determined by the method of least squares or (more simply) by the collo

cation method [6-8]. Then, choosing various values t', the dependence of Kn upon t' may 
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be assessed. 

3. NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS USED IN THE PAST 

For step-by-step nuserica1 integration the time period under consideration is sub

divided by discrete times to' tl •••• ~ into N time steps bt - tr-tr _l • In problems in

volving a steady loading the time step bt may be increased with r. 11te first time step bt 

need be chosen about O.ITI.but the subsequent time steps 6t may be gradually increased up 

to about bt ~ 0.2T
m

• Such increasing time steps allow approach to the terminal values of 

stress in an acceptable number of steps (N-IOO. e.g.). , 

If the hereditary integrals in eqs. (1) are replaced by finite sums (using. for 

instance the trapecoida1 rule for the chosen subdivision). the increments bar' 6siJ
r 

and 

Mr' lleiJr in each time step are found to be related by a linear _lasUc .tress-.train lsw 

with initial strains bc~ and lle1Jr• which are expre •• ed as a linear function of all previ

ous value. of ° and Sij' i.e. the values 00' 0l •••• or •• ijo ••••• iJr • Detail. of the pro

cedure can be found. e.g •• in references [S.4.~.10]. As baa already been mentioned in the 

introduction. the fact that it ia necessary to store all previous atress values 0o.ol •••• or 

for all elementa of the structure and evaluate long .ums from the.e values makes the method 

unsuitable for large structures. 
11te storage and time requireaents can be substantially reduced by using the degenerate 

form of the _ry kernel. eq. (3). One such method vas propo.ed by Selns [4]. and for 

nonlinear creep by Bazant [S]. In thia method. the hereditary integral in eq. (la). for 

instance. is expressed in the form: 

(4) 

where (Sa) 

, 1 ,t 1 t'lT 
Sn(t) - 3 j K (t') e n da(t') • n-l.2 •••• m 

a n 
(Sb) 

The determination of the increment of hereditary integral (4) from time t r _1 to time tr 

requires only the values So(tr _l ) and Sn(tr _l ) of the auxiliery variables So' Sn to be 

known. 11te values So(tr ) and Sn(tr ) can be determined solely on the basis of the immedi

stely preceding values So(tr _l ) and Sn(tr _l ) and increment ba in the r-th step bt. so that 

no previous history of ° need be stored. One needs. of course. to store the current 

values of So' Sl •••• Sn in each step (for each element of the structure) but their number 

is generally much smaller (usually m ~ S) than the number of steps (typically N-100). 

Nevertheless. this method fails when the spectrum of retardation ~imes T is wide. as it 
4 t', n 

is for concrete. Namely. when t' - 10 TI • e.g •• the value of e Tn in eq. (Sb) equals 
elOOOO. which results in an overflow. 

Alternatively. a reduction in the storage requirements can be achieved by replacing 

the integral-type creep law (1) vith a rate-type creep lav. If JV(t.t') is given in the 

degenerate form (3). the volumetric creep lav (la) may be converted into a BYBtem of n 

first order differential equations between 0. c and further hidden state variables. For 

numerical integration of the creep problem. these differential equations may be 
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approximated by finite difference equations in time. However. when the spectrum of retar

dation times is wide. this method fails too. Namely. it can be shown that for numerical 

stability the time step at may not exceed the value 2Tl • Thus. if the time period for 
4 which the solution is desired equals 10 Tl • which is a typical value. one would have to use 

over 10
4 

time steps in order to reach the terminal values of stress. The running time on 

the computer thus becomes unacceptably long. which offsets the advantage of reduced storage 

requirements. 

4. PROPOSED NUMERICAL ALGORITHM 

Introducing the degenerate memory kernel (3). eq. (la) may be written as follo~s: 
m 

e(t) - ~ ([K-
l + L K:ltda(t') - L c:(t) + eO(t) (6) 

n n-l 

where the quantities. 

* 1 - tITn J,t 
en (t) - '3 e e 

o 

t'!T 
n K-l(t') ~ dt' 

n dt' • n-l.2, ... m (7) 

represent hidden material variables which characterize the effect of the past history. 
t'! 

Because the term e Tm can become extremely large. as has already been mentioned. a good 

numerical approximation of the integral in eq. (7) in regard to the exponential term is 

imperative. Assuming that da(t)/dt and En(t) have constant values within each time step 

< ts_l.ts>' s-1.2 •••• r. and change discontinuously in discrete times t l .t2 •••• t r • eq. (7) 

may be brought to the form: 
r t 

* 1 - tr! Tn" [-1 da] J' s 
I --e 'K - e 
nr 3 L n dt s-Is t 

s-l s-l 

(7a) 

which can be integrated (exactly) as follows: 

* 1 - t !T ~ t IT r n) e s n 
In 3'3 e L 

r s-l 

(8) 

where (9) 

* * Subscript r refers to time t r • e.g. Inr - cn(tr ). or to the increment during the r-th step. 

e.g. das - as - a
8

_ l - a(ts ) - a(ts _l ). Subscript s-Is refers to the average value in the 

s-th step at. e.g. Kns_
1s 

= Is(Kn8 _l + Kns). 
* Subtracting from eq. (8) the analogous expression for I nr_l • the following recurrent 

formula may be acquired: 

* 1 * - at IT 
en ~ '3 An tor/Kn + en ern. n=l •••• m 

r r r-Is r-l 
(10) 

Hence. the values of e: for s < r-l need not be stored. 
s 

Eq. (6) may be approximated by the following incremental finite difference equation: 

* Expressing the increment aen 
r 

* ~ e 
n 

r 

(11) 

- e* with the help of eq. (10), eq. (11) takes the n
r

_
1 
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form 

(12) 

m 

where K'; - [K;~\ + I (13) 

n=l 

- 6t IT * 
_ ern) en + 6£0 

r-1 r 
(14) 

The deviatoric stress-strain law (lb) may be subjected to analogous transformations 

which 

where 

finally yield 

llsij 
r 

lie i j - '2Go"" + 
r r 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

Supposing that in a given creep problem the stresses have already been calculated up 

to the time t r _1 , the values K';, G~, 6c~ and 6e~jr may be determined from eqs. (13), 

(16), (14), (17). Equations (12), (IS) may then be regarded as a fictitious linear 

elastic stress-strain law, in which 6c~ and 6e1jr - pseudo-inelastic (or pseudo-initial) 

strains ,and E; and G~ - pseudo-instantaneous elastic moduli. The problem of determi

nation of bar and 6cr is thus formally reduced to a linear elasticity problem with 

initial strains. Computer solution of this problem will usually be carried out by the 

finite element method. When the elasticity problem is solved, the new values of hidden 

* * variables cn and eijnat time tr are computed from eqs. (10) and (18) and the analysis of 

the next time step 6tr+1 may be begun. 

The creep problem is thus converted to a series of linear elasticity problems. 

As has already been noted, the proposed method does not require any history to be 

stored. Unlike in the method based on eqs. (6) and (7), there is no reason for the 

hidden variables to cause overflow (because always 0 < ~nr < 1). Experience with some 

simple problem. has further shown that the method is stable for any size of step 6t, in 

contrast with the step-forward integration based on the rate-type counterpart of the creep 

law. 

It is noted that the method of approximation of integral (7) bears some marks of 

analogy with a method developed and tested by Taylor, Pister and Goudreau [11] for 

thermorheologically simple non-aging materials, such as polymers, characterized by a 

degenerate relaxation function or a generalized ~ll model. 

To check whether or not the discrete approximation of the stress-strain law may cause 
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any numerical instability, it is possible to restrict attention to the solution of strains 

corresponding to a general prescribed (bounded) stress history. Equation (10) may then be 

regarded as a linear finite difference equation for the discrete variable c:. The equation 
r 

is nonhomogeneous because of the presence of a term with prescribed values of 8a. The 
* r r solution of a homogeneous equation may be sought in the form cnr - a whose substitution 

in eq. (10) yields the characteristic equation: 

- 6t/Tn 
a - e (19) 

Obviously 0 < a < 1. Hence, the solutiona of the homogeneous part of eq. (10) are of an 

exponentially decaying character (and also do not exhibit any oscillations). Examin~tion 

* of eqs. (14) and (12) shows that cr must be of the same character as cnr • Thus the 

numerical error cannot be amplified in the subsequent steps and the method is stable. The 

same is true for the nonhomogeneous equation, provided that ar has also an exponentially 

decaying character. 

It should be mentioned that if the forward difference approximation of the rate-type 

creep law associated with the degenerate creep function (3) is subjected to a similar 
r analYSiS, solutiona of the type a with a < -1 are found when 6t > 2Tl - double the 

shortest retardation' time. 

It is interesting to examine the range of values which the pseudo-instantaneoua 

modulus r;, eq. (13), can take. From eq. (9) it is seen that Anr - 1 for 6tr/Tn - 0, 

and Anr - 0 for 6tr /Tn -. For 6tr ~ 10Tn approximately Anr ~ 0, so that 

n 

1/ro 
"" 11K L + \' r r-.. L 

p-l 
The deformation due to all exponential components of creep function (3) whose retar

dation times are substantially shorter than step 6tr is thus taken approximately as 

instantaneous. This agrees with what may be expected on the basis of intuitive judgment. 

4. SIMPLE ,NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

To demonstrate the numerical stability and efficiency of the proposed method, the 

problem of uniaxial stress relaxation at constant strain has been programmed and solved. 

The uniaxial creep function has been considered 1n the form 

where 

J(t,t O) _ Eil[l + 2.35(1.25t O- 0.118)f(t_t O)](0.85 + 4/to)1s 

f(t-t O) _ 0.236(1 _ e- (t-t
O
)/5) 

+ 0.420(1 _ e- (t-t
O
)/50) + 0.180(1 _ e- (t-t

O
)/500) 

+ 0.125 1 - e ( 
- (t-t O)/5000) 

(20) 

(20a) 

6 t and to being in days; E1- 5x10 pai. Expression (20a) has been determined as an approxi-

mation to the function (t_t o)0.6[10 + (t_t o)0.6]-l, which has been recently recommended by 

Atl Committee 209 (12J. The dependence upon to in eq. (20) was also taken from this 

recommendation. The constant strain C of magnitude 10-6 was considered to be introduced 

at the time to - 35 days. The time step. lJ.t were gradually increased with time in such 

a manner that in In(t-to)-sca1e the time steps would appear as constant. The first time 

step after strain introduction was taken as 0.1 day, and the terminal time as 29 031 days 
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after load introduction. The solution of stress was computed for various numbers I of steps 

within this time interval, the first step being always the s_. The stress values obtained 

(in psi) are sUDlllarized in the table below: 

Time elapsed 2.321 53.881 1250.7 29031 

9) 

N-13 4.1434 2.3223 1.7410 1.5320 

N-25 4.1458 2.3368 1.7506 1.5411 

N-49 4.1464 2.3417 1.7531 1.5438 

N-97 4.1465 2.3430 1.7537 1.5443 

N-193 4.1466 2.3434 1.7539 1.5445 

From this example it is seen that the convergence i8 excellent and the method is very 

accurate, since even the very crude subdivision with 13 step. yielded results which were 

sufficiently accurate from the practical point of view. It has also been checked that 

the results are identical with those obtained by the direct method in which the hereditary. 

integrals are evaluated as sums over the whole preceding history of stress. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The method presented herein allows a substantial reduction of storage and machine 

time requirements in creep problems for linear hereditary time-variable materials. 

The present work constitutes a part of a project on "Inelastic deformations of concrete 

due to mass transport" sponsored by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. 

GK-26030. 
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DISCUSSION 

Q 
G. L. ENGLAND, U. K. 

The main feature of interest of the creep analysis reported is clearly the economy 

of computer time which shows a superposition method of analysis to be used without incurring 

great expense, at least for concrete maintained at uniform temperature. Could the author 

please indicate whether he believes that the method can be extended to include the analysis 

of non-uniformly heated concrete structures, where the creep behaviour becomes non-homo

geneous, without increasing the effort and cost of solution so substantially that other methods 

of analysis become more attractive than the method described. Are any numerical examples 

available for structures heated non-uniformly? 

A 
z. P. BA~ANT, U. S. A. 

Extension to variable temperature is in my opinion possible but I have not tried 

to do so because in this case I believe the rate-type formulation of the creep law to be more 

suitable, as has been described in my other paper at this Conference. For this formulation 

an analogous algorithm can be developed, which is shown at the end of the unabbreviated text 

of my other paper to be published in Nuclear Engineering and Design, (1972) Vol. 20, No.2. 


